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LowIMPACT LEVEL:

Update 1: Google LLC - Halts Release of Chrome
82 Over Coronavirus Pandemic

Google has already announced that it would have to delay Chrome releases during the pandemic, but has also decided to
abandon work on Chrome 82 and move right on to Chrome 83 development
There are three Chrome release channels, and this decision directly impacts the developer and beta groups
Most people are on the stable channel, and they will not notice any major changes aside from a possible delay in updates
However, at some point in the future, their version number will jump from 81 to 83
Chrome 82 is currently in the developer channel and has been for several weeks
Google now plans to halt development on that branch, so there will not be any further feature changes
The Chrome team will also stop stabilizing the release to get it ready for the beta channel
Instead, development work will focus on making the next Chrome 83 release ready for developer channel deployment
Chrome 83 currently only exists in Canary, the separate bleeding edge release that is not part of the main update scheme
As Google starts work on bringing Chrome 83 into the developer channel, users on stable and beta will continue using versions 80
and 81 for a bit longer
Losing Chrome 82 was just the consequence of the work slowdown, but it is one that Google can work to mitigate
Support for web-based Near-Field Communications (NFC) reader and the augmented reality API from Chrome could be merged
into the newer release
Chromebooks will just run versions 80 and 81 a bit longer
With most employees working at home for the foreseeable future, the annual Google I/O conference has been canceled
Initially, Google wanted to move to an online event, but it recently decided even that would be too difficult to operate at this time

Source(s)
https://www.extremetech.com/internet/308140-google-will-stop-work-on-chrome-82-due-to-coronavirus-delays
https://9to5google.com/2020/03/23/google-chrome-and-chrome-os-are-set-to-skip-version-82-due-to-delays/
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March 19, 2020 Low
Google LLC - Halts Upcoming
Releases of Chrome and Chrome OS;
Limits Federal Access to Location Data
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Impact level Definitions
Impact
Level Definitions

Immediate The intensity of the event is such that disruption to business/operations is certain. Supply Wisdom recommends taking prompt action. For example, bankruptcy filings, data
breaches, unexpected curfews, strikes, power black-outs, major geo-political events etc.

High The intensity of the event is such that disruption to business/operations is highly likely to occur in the near term (within 3 months). Supply Wisdom recommends being in a
state of readiness to take quick action. For example, withdrawal of rating by ratings agencies, hostile takeover, multiple cyber-attacks, new business policies causing
significant hardship etc.

Medium The intensity of the event is such that disruption to business/operations is likely to occur in the mid-term (within 3 to 6 months). Supply Wisdom recommends reviewing current
mitigation steps and being ready to take proactive actions if and when situation deteriorates further. For example, unplanned C- level exits, suppliers caught in bribery cases,
economy slipping into recession etc.

Low The intensity of the event is such that it has a possible impact on business/operations in the long-term (after 6 months). Supply Wisdom recommends taking proactive action if
situation does not resolve. For example, lawsuits filed against suppliers, client losses, air pollution alerts issued by country’s local authorities, unexpected holidays announced
for the location etc.

Informational The event is pertinent information but does not have a risk element associated with it. For example, launch of new solutions, partnerships signed, industry outlook, positive
changes in government policies, announcements regarding launch of software parks/free trade zones/special economic zones etc.
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